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*allows for a wide range of test creation options *protocol flows can be chained *easy to use *enables sending, receiving and
comparing results of messages using assertions *allows for importing existing tests *allows for importing and exporting files
*supports third party plugins *supports HTTP, AMQP, MQTT, and custom multi-protocol test creation *stacking allows for a
nested environment *multi-environment configuration is possible *can be easily modified *GUI-style administration panel
*uses Vue.js and Electron *comes with a sample test *supports chainable and extensible test flows *can be easily accessed by
third parties *can be easily extended *supports for HTTP, AMQP, MQTT, and custom multi-protocol test creation *supports
for importing existing tests *supports for importing and exporting files *supports for third party plugins *generates multi-
protocol test cases using the CLI *supports MQTT and AMQP and can be used in conjunction with MQTT and AMQP
*supports HTTP and can be used in conjunction with HTTP *can be used in a P2P and P2C configuration *can be used in a
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System Requirements For Stacker:

Supported Platforms: Windows (7, 8, 8.1, 10), Linux, Mac OS X (10.11+) Mac OS X Minimum: OS X 10.7 (Lion) Minimum:
Windows Minimum: DirectX 9.0c OS X Minimum: OpenGL 3.2 Minimum: OpenGL 2.1 GPU: AMD Radeon HD 6800, nVidia
GeForce 8800, Intel HD 4000 CPU: 2 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard Disk: 8 GB available space
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